An Expert Review and Recommendations on the Rational Use of Proton Pump Inhibitors: Indian Perspective.
Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) are the mainstay of treatment for acid peptic diseases (APDs), but are often irrationally prescribed in clinical practice. Appropriate prescription of PPIs is needed to optimize outcomes, and minimize risks and cost burden on the healthcare system. To review available literature on efficacy and safety of proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) and give recommendations for rational use of PPIs from an Indian perspective. Twelve healthcare professionals (9 gastroenterologists, 1 cardiologist, 1 orthopedist, 1 clinical pharmacologist) comprised the expert group; members disclosed conflicts of interest. The creation of the expert review was through a process that included meetings (in-person, online, telephone) where each professional contributed their experiences with regards to efficacy and safety of PPIs. Articles published between the years 2000 and 2017 were reviewed for evaluation of safety and efficacy of PPIs in treatment of various APDs. This expert review provides key recommendations for decision making in order to minimize the irrational use of PPIs. Some significant recommendations include: patients with GERD and acid-related complications should take a PPI for minimum 12 weeks for healing of esophagitis, and for maximum up to 48 weeks for symptom control. Patients with Barrett's esophagus should take long-term PPI. Patients at high risk for ulcer-related bleeding from NSAIDs including aspirin should take a PPI if they continue to take NSAIDs. Best practice recommendations are meant to merely assist with decision making in conjunction with patients' clinical history, and are not intended to dictate mandatory rules.